


Safety Precautions
Observe the following notices to ensure personal safety or to prevent accidents.
To ensure that you use this product correctly, read this User’s Manual thoroughly before use.
Make sure that you fully understand the product and information on safe.
This manual uses two safety flags to indicate different levels of danger.

WARNING
If critical situations that could lead to user’s death or serious injury is assumed by mishandling of the
product.
-Always take precautions to ensure the overall safety of your system, so that the whole
system remains safe in the event of failure of this product or other external factor.

-Do not use this product in areas with inflammable gas. It could lead to an explosion.
-Exposing this product to excessive heat or open flames could cause damage to the lithium
battery or other electronic parts.

CAUTION
If critical situations that could lead to user’s injury or only property damage is assumed by mishandling
of the product.
-To prevent abnormal exothermic heat or smoke generation, use this product at the values less
than the maximum of the characteristics and performance that are assure in these specifications.

-Do not dismantle or remodel the product. It could lead to abnormal exothermic heat or
smoke generation.

-Do not touch the terminal while turning on electricity. It could lead to an electric shock..
-Use the external devices to function the emergency stop and interlock circuit.
-Connect the wires or connectors securely.
The loose connection might cause abnormal exothermic heat or smoke generation

-Do not allow foreign matters such as liquid, flammable materials, metals to go into the
 inside of the product. It might cause exothermic heat or smoke generation.
-Do not undertake construction (such as connection and disconnection) while the power
supply is on.

Copyright / Trademarks
-This manual and its contents are copylighted.
-You may not copy this manual,in whole or part,without written consent of Matsushita Electric
Works,Ltd.

-Windows and Windows NT are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the
 United States and/or other countries.
-All other company names and product names are trademarks or registered
 trademarks of their respective owners.
-Matsushita Electric Works,Ltd. pursues a policy of continuous improvement of the
 Design and performance of its products, therefore,we reserve the right to change the manual/
product without notice.




























































































